The genetic basis of parallel evolution of similar species is of great interest in evolutionary biology. In the adaptive radiation of Lake Victoria cichlid fishes, sister species with either blue or red-back male nuptial coloration have evolved repeatedly, often associated with shallower and deeper water, respectively. One such case are blue and red-backed Pundamilia species, for which we recently showed that a young species pair may have evolved through "hybrid parallel speciation". Coalescent simulations suggested that the older species P. pundamilia (blue) and P. nyererei (red-back) admixed in the Mwanza Gulf and that new "nyererei-like" and "pundamilia-like" species evolved from the admixed population. Here, we use genome scans to study the genomic architecture of differentiation, and assess the influence of hybridization on the evolution of the younger species pair. For each of the two species pairs, we find over 300 genomic regions, widespread across the genome, which are highly differentiated. A subset of the most strongly differentiated regions of the older pair are also differentiated in the younger pair. These shared differentiated regions often show parallel allele frequency differences, consistent with the hypothesis that admixture-derived alleles were targeted by divergent selection in the hybrid population. However, two thirds of the genomic regions that are highly differentiated between the younger species are not highly differentiated between the older species, suggesting independent evolutionary responses to selection pressures. Our analyses reveal how divergent selection on admixture-derived genetic variation can facilitate new speciation events.
Introduction 1
Understanding the genetic underpinnings of reproductive isolation and divergent adaptation is a major 2 focus in speciation research. Some verbal models of speciation-with-gene-flow predict that genomic 3 divergence in the face of gene flow is initially confined to very few small genomic regions under strong 4 divergent selection (Wu 2001; Feder, et al. 2012a; Via 2012) . One idea is that diverging regions may 5 eventually grow due to local reduction of gene flow, allowing nearby sites under weaker divergent 6 selection to diverge too (Via and West 2008; Feder and Nosil 2010; Feder, et al. 2012a; Via 2012 ). As 7 the regions of divergence increase in number and size, genome-wide reduction of gene flow eventually 8 results (Barton 1983; Wu 2001; Feder, et al. 2012a; Feder, et al. 2012b; Flaxman, et al. 2012; Flaxman, 9 et al. 2014 ). Taxa at early stages of speciation that still hybridize are particularly suitable study systems 10 for speciation-with-gene-flow as they have not yet accumulated differences that arose after 11 reproductive isolation is complete (Coyne and Orr 2004) . Ideally, one would study replicate pairs of 12 taxa that differ in nothing else but strength of reproductive isolation, in order to assess the factors 13 influencing variation in the cessation of gene flow between emerging species (Martin, et al. 2013; 14 Riesch, et al. 2017 ). Pairs of species that have evolved through parallel speciation offer such an 15 opportunity, and have provided compelling evidence for a role of selection in speciation (Schluter and 16 Nagel 1995; Rundle, et al. 2000; Nosil, et al. 2009; Johannesson, et al. 2010) . 17
In the young adaptive radiation of Lake Victoria cichlid fishes, replicates of similar species pairs are 18 characterized by parallel divergence along the same major phenotypic and ecological axes (Seehausen 19 1996) . Altogether the radiation comprises about 500 species (Seehausen 2002 ) that likely evolved in 20 less than 15,000 years (Johnson, et al. 2000; Stager and Johnson 2008) . The evolution of hundreds of 21 phenotypically and ecologically distinct species in rapid succession requires large amounts of genetic 22 variation in traits relevant to ecological adaptation and reproductive isolation. In an earlier study 23 (Meier, et al. 2017a ), we showed that an ancient admixture event between two divergent cichlid 24 lineages, providing such genetic variation, preceded the adaptive radiations of cichlids in Lake Victoria 25 and other lakes in the region. During the process of adaptive radiation, species may fix different 26 adaptive variants and thus lose genetic variation at sites conferring adaptation to different niches or 27 reproductive isolation. Subsequent speciation events from any individual species would then become 28 increasingly more difficult as the genetic variation gets depleted. Much of the ancestral variation may 29 still be present in the adaptive radiation but now confined to individual species. Recurrent introgressive 30 hybridization among some of the species may slow down the depletion of genetic variation at 31 functionally relevant genes and thus facilitate further speciation events (Grant and Grant 1992; 32 Genomics of parallel ecological speciation in Lake Victoria cichlids 4 We recently investigated the evolutionary history of these species with demographic modeling of P. 66 pundamilia and P. nyererei from Makobe Island in the open lake north of the Mwanza Gulf and P. sp. 67 "pundamilia-like" and P. sp. "nyererei-like" from Python Island in the central Mwanza Gulf (Fig. 1,  68 Meier, et al. 2017b). We found that P. sp. "pundamilia-like" and P. sp. "nyererei-like" are of hybrid 69 origin between P. pundamilia and P. nyererei (Meier, et al. 2017b ). Under the best-supported model, 70 P. pundamilia established first in the Mwanza Gulf, and later P. nyererei individuals colonized the 71 Mwanza Gulf and admixed with the local P. pundamilia population. Shortly thereafter, the hybrid 72 population speciated into a shallow living species with blue males (P. sp. "pundamilia-like") and a 73 deeper living species with red-backed males (P. sp. "nyererei-like"). Some of the allelic variation that 74 facilitated the evolution of the new red-backed species, which colonized the deep-water niche, may 75 have arrived from P. nyererei. In this study, we explore the sorting of admixture-derived alleles into 76 the new species and ask to what extent phenotypic parallelism between the older and the younger 77 species pair is reflected in genome-wide patterns of species divergence. The younger species in the 78 Mwanza Gulf may have emerged through "re-speciation" (sensu Gilman and Behm 2011), where the 79 new species diverge in all or a subset of the key genomic regions that the older species pair had already 80 experienced divergence in. Alternatively, the evolution of these species may resemble a scenario of 81 "hybrid parallel speciation", where the new species parallel the older ones phenotypically and in some 82 of the divergent genomic regions, but additionally diverge in many other regions in the genome that 83 are not divergent in the older species pair. 84
Candidate genes that may have facilitated Pundamilia speciation include the red-sensitive (LWS) opsin 85 gene, which is involved in adaptation to deep versus shallow water light environments (Seehausen, et 86 al. 2008 ), the blue-sensitive opsin gene SWS2a , genes mediating red versus 87 blue male nuptial coloration (Magalhaes and Seehausen 2010) , genes contributing to morphological 88 (Magalhaes, et al. 2009; van Rijssel, et al. 2018) or metabolic differences involved in diet shifts 89 ), or genes conferring female preference for red or blue male nuptial coloration 90 (Svensson, et al. 2017 ). The hybrid parallel speciation scenario, where the second speciation event is 91 facilitated by introgression of P. nyererei genes into a local population of P. pundamilia (Meier, et al. 92 2017b), predicts that genomic regions carrying such genes should be differentiated in the original 93 species pair and be among the most strongly differentiated genes in the younger pair. However, there 94 should also be many other differentiated regions between the younger species that are not shared 95 with the original older species pair. These other regions would have become differentiated during the 96 new speciation process. In contrast, "re-speciation" in the sense of restoration of the original species 97 differences after massive hybridization would imply that regions of strong genomic differentiation in 98 Genomics of parallel ecological speciation in Lake Victoria cichlids 5 the young species pair are a subset of the genomic regions of high differentiation in the original species 99 pair. 100
Here, we use whole-genome re-sequencing data from the sympatric Pundamilia species pairs at 101
Makobe Island (the older species pair) and at Python Island (the very recent species pair) (Meier, et al. 102 2017b) to characterize the genomic patterns and potential parallelism of divergence in the species 103 pairs, assess the role of admixture-derived variation, and distinguish between the re-speciation and 104 the hybrid parallel speciation scenarios. We find that many of the genomic regions that are most 105 strongly differentiated between the older P. nyererei and P. pundamilia are also differentiated 106 between the younger P. sp. "nyererei-like" and P. sp. "pundamilia-like" and mostly show high allele 107
sharing between older and younger species of the same color type. However, two thirds of the high 108 differentiation regions in the young species pair constitute novel candidate targets of divergent 109 selection in this pair, as they show no signature of selection in the original species pair, consistent with 110 hybrid parallel speciation. 111
Results

112
Nucleotide diversity and divergence 113
We used whole-genome re-sequencing data of four individuals each of P. nyererei and P. pundamilia 114 from Makobe Island (the older original species) and of P. sp. "nyererei-like" and P. sp. "pundamilia-115 like" from Python Island (the younger species in the Mwanza Gulf). By mapping the reads to the 116 anchored P. nyererei reference genome (Feulner, et al. 2018 ), we obtained 630 million base pairs (Mbp)  117 including 5,199,846 bi-allelic SNPs sequenced in at least half of the individuals with a minimum of 10 118 reads each (mean depth of coverage is 16-29 reads, Table S1 ). The mean missing data proportion per 119 site was 3.1%. The mean proportion of bi-allelic SNPs among all sites in the dataset combining all 120 populations was 0.44% (excluding sites with missing data, Table S1 ) and not much lower in single 121 species datasets (0.36-0.41%, Table S1 ). The mean weighted FST was 0.108 between P. pundamilia and 122 P. nyererei at Makobe, 0.053 between P. sp. "pundamilia-like" and P. sp. "nyererei-like" at Python ( Fig.  123 1) based on sites without missing data (on average 2.1 million SNPs). The vast majority of SNPs were 124 shared across multiple or all species. Of the SNPs with maximum one individual missing per species 125 and a minor allele count of three across all four species, only 1% of the variants were unique to P. 126 pundamilia Makobe, 0.31% to P. nyererei Makobe, 0.36% to P. sp. "pundamilia-like" Python, and 0.24% 127 to P. sp. "nyererei-like" at Python Island. 4.2% of these variants were only found in the species at 128
The mean FST of windows assigned to the highly differentiated state was 4.5 and 6.7 times as high as 145
the mean of the other windows at Makobe Island (0.296 vs 0.066) and Python Island (0.207 vs 0.031), 146 respectively (Table 1, Fig. S1 ). When highly divergent regions were excluded, the genome-wide mean 147 FST from SNPs pruned for high linkage (r 2 >0.5) was 0.031 with a 99% bootstrap confidence interval (CI) 148 of 0.030-0.032 for the young species pair at Python Island and 0.058 (99% CI=0.056-0.059) for the older 149 species pair at Makobe Island, closely resembling previously published FST estimates from 150 microsatellites ). This suggests that both pairs of sympatric species are 151 experiencing some genome-wide reproductive isolation also outside the high divergence regions. 152
We combined adjacent high differentiation windows to highly divergent genomic regions (HDRs). This 153 approach resulted in 346 Makobe HDRs and 365 Python HDRs, respectively (Table 1) Python Island, we obtained 120 shared HDRs (SHDRs) that were widely scattered across the genome 157 ( Fig. 2 , blue vertical lines). Of the 346 Makobe HDRs, 103 overlapped with at least one Python HDR 158 (29.8%), indicating that only a subset of the highly divergent regions of the original species pair is also 159 divergent between the younger species at Python Island. Of the Python HDRs, a very similar fraction 160 of 28.8% (105/365 HDRs) overlapped with at least one Makobe HDR, indicating that many unique 161 genomic regions show signatures of divergent selection in the younger species pair that were not 162 7 divergent between the older species. The proportion of HDRs shared between both species pairs is 163 robust to different approaches and window sizes used to identify HDRs (Table S2 ). All shared HDRs 164 together covered 21.1 Mb, which is 22.6% and 29.3% of the HDR lengths at Makobe and Python Islands, 165 respectively. Both the length distribution of HDRs ( Fig. S2a,b ) and that of SHDRs was strongly right-166 tailed ( Fig. S2c ), the latter with mean 176 kb, median 91 kb, and a maximum length of 1,5 Mbp. The 167 overlap of HDRs from Python and Makobe is much larger than expected in a block-permuted dataset 168 ( Fig. S3 ). 169
We computed FST estimates for both species pairs in non-overlapping 20 kb windows to compare FST 170 values of the same genomic regions between the two pairs. The HDRs unique to one species pair did 171 in the other species pair not show higher FST values than the genome-wide background (Fig. S4 ). The 172 FST estimates for both species pairs were slightly and significantly higher in shared HDRs than in HDRs 173 unique to either of the species pairs ( Fig. S4 ), suggesting that many of the most strongly divergent 174 regions between P. nyererei and P. pundamilia were also targeted by divergent selection in the younger 175 species pair at Python Island. 176
Highly divergent genomic regions show signatures of selection in multiple statistics 177
We further characterized highly divergent genomic regions by computing additional statistics for 178 selection, nucleotide diversity, recombination rate, and introgression in windows of 20 kb. We 179 obtained 32,864 20 kb windows with an average of 17,508 covered sites (median: 18,286) and 130 180 SNPs. For Makobe and Python Island separately, we compared 20 kb windows overlapping with HDRs 181 (HDR windows) with windows overlapping with shared HDRs (shared HDR windows), and with windows 182 not overlapping with any HDRs representing the genome-wide background (nonHDR windows). 183
We tested whether HDRs were enriched for signatures of selection using two distinct "extended 184 haplotype length" (EHL). Both tests are based on the prediction that in a selective sweep, a variant 185 rises to high frequency so rapidly that linkage disequilibrium with neighboring polymorphisms is not 186 disrupted by recombination, giving rise to haplotypes of extended length. The first of these tests that 187
we computed is the Cross Population Extended Haplotype Homozygosity statistic (XP-EHH, Sabeti, et 188 al. 2007 ) which compares the haplotype lengths between the sympatric sister species. A selective 189 sweep in one of the species would lead to longer haplotypes compared to the other species (Sabeti, et 190 al. 2007 ). In addition, we computed the integrated haplotype score which compares the lengths of 191 different haplotypes within a population (iHS, Voight, et al. 2006 ). This test has most power during an 192 ongoing sweep, when the haplotype under positive selection is expected to be much longer than the 193 other haplotypes but is not fixed yet. We used absolute iHS as we did not have information on the 194 derived or ancestral state of the alleles, and absolute XP-EHH as we did not distinguish in which of the 195 diverging species in a pair selection acted. We found that compared to regions that are not highly 196 differentiated (nonHDRs), HDRs unique to the Makobe species pair had generally higher XP-EHH and 197 iHS values computed for the Makobe species but not for the Python species. Similarly, compared to 198 nonHDRs, HDRs unique to the Python species pair had on average higher XP-EHH and iHS values 199 computed for the Python species but not for the Makobe species (Fig. S5) . 200
Of the genomic regions that were highly differentiated either only in the older or only in the younger 201 species pair, 61% and 49%, respectively, showed significant extended haplotype length statistics 202 (significant iHS in at least one species and/or significant XP-EHH) in at least 20% of the spanned 203 windows ( Fig. 4c and S10, excluding HDRs without EHL information). The fraction of HDRs that are EHL 204 outlier HDRs is 3.0 (Makobe) or 2.5 (Python) times as high as the average fraction obtained from block-205 permuted null distributions ( Fig. S10 ). Shared HDRs were even more frequently outliers for EHL 206 statistics (3.3x and 2.6x enrichment for Makobe and Python EHL signatures, respectively, Fig. S6 ). 207
However, HDRs unique to the Makobe species were not enriched for Python EHL outliers, and HDRs 208 unique to the Python species pair were not enriched for Makobe EHL outliers ( Fig. S6 ). 209
As a further test of divergent selection, we computed the difference in nucleotide diversity (Δpi) 210 between the species in windows of 20 kb. A high absolute Δπ indicates that a selective sweep reduced 211 the nucleotide diversity in one population. We considered windows with a Δπ value above the 90 th 212 quantile as Δπ outlier windows providing additional evidence of divergent selection. Makobe HDRs 213
were enriched for Makobe Δπ outlier windows and Python HDRs were enriched for Python Δπ outlier 214 windows supporting that HDRs were formed by divergent selection (Fig. 4c , S10). In contrast, HDRs 215 unique to one species pair did not show enrichment for high Δπ in the other species pair ( Fig. 4c , S10), 216 supporting absence of divergent selection in the other species pair. 217
As yet a further test, we explored signatures of selection using a measure of absolute sequence 218 divergence. In contrast to relative measures of divergence such as FST, which compare genetic 219 differentiation between populations to genetic variation within populations, absolute measures of 220 divergence are less affected by forces decreasing within-population variation such as background 221 selection (Nachman and Payseur 2012; Cruickshank and Hahn 2014). Nei's measure of absolute 222 divergence (dXY) calculated in windows of 20 kb was highly correlated with within-species diversity ( Fig.  223 S7, Pearson's correlation (r 2 ) between dxy and the average of the two π estimates is 0.81 for the older 224 species pair at Makobe and 0.92 for the younger species pair at Python). This is in line with the 225 prediction that for comparisons of very recently diverged taxa, dXY mostly correlates with mutation 226 rates and levels of ancestral variation (Nachman and Payseur 2012; Cruickshank and Hahn 2014; 227 Riesch, et al. 2017) . We identified outlier windows where high dxy values are unlikely to be due to 228 increased mutation rate: windows with both dXY and dXY/π values higher than 1.5 times the 229 interquartile range (IQ) above the third quartile (Q3). Using this two-pronged approach, we identified 230 134 and 83 dXY outlier windows for the older and the younger species pair, respectively ( Fig. 2 ). Of 231 these windows with high dXY between the older species, 83% were distributed across 63 different HDRs, 232 of which 17 were shared HDRs. Similarly, 84% of the windows with high dXY in the younger species pair 233 were located in 46 HDRs, of which 14 were shared with the older species pair. HDRs unique to either 234 one of the species pairs were strongly enriched for outlier windows of dXY in the respective species pair 235 compared to block-permuted null expectations (4x for the older species pair, 6x for the younger species 236 pair, Fig. 4, S8 ). However, HDRs unique to one species pair did not show enrichment for dxy outlier 237 windows ( Fig. 4 ) in the other species pair, confirming that these regions were only under divergent 238 selection in the focal species pair. Shared HDRs were most strongly enriched for dXY outliers with 6x 239 and 9x enrichment compared to the mean of block-permuted shared HDRs for Makobe and Python dXY 240 outliers, respectively ( Fig. 4 and S9 ). 241
Finally, as yet one more signature of selection that also captures regions with ongoing and completed 242 selective sweeps, we computed Tajima's D in 20 kb windows. After a sweep, the beneficial haplotype 243 will reach high prevalence and new mutations will only arise slowly and initially be at low frequency. 244
This excess of rare alleles renders Tajima's D values negative in sweep regions. However, we caution 245 that in the very young species pair at Python Island, new mutations that arose after the onset of 246 speciation are expected to be very few if any and Tajima's D may not convey much of a selection signal. 247
If at least 20% of the windows spanned by the HDR had strongly negative Tajima's D values below the 248 fifth quantile for one or both species, we considered the HDR to be a Tajima's D outlier HDR ( Fig. 4c , 249 S10). As expected, we found a strong enrichment of Tajima's D outlier HDRs in the older original species 250 pair (3x) but only a weak enrichment in the young species pair ( Fig. 4c , S10). HDRs unique to the original 251 species pair were also slightly enriched for strongly negative Tajima's D in the younger species pair, 252 which is likely a legacy of past selection in the original species pair (Fig. 4c , S10). This might generally 253 be a problem in cases of recent divergent events within populations of admixed ancestry and warrants 254 caution in the interpretation. 255
Of the HDRs unique to the older or to the younger species pair with information for all five statistics of 256 selection (XP-EHH, iHS, dXY, Δπ, Tajima's D) in addition to FST, 72% or 64%, respectively, were significant 257 for at least one other selection statistic. The percentage of HDRs unique to one species pair showing 258 additional evidence for selection in that species pair was much higher than expected from block-259 permuted null distributions ( Fig. 4a-b, Fig. S8 ). The shared HDRs were even more strongly enriched for 260 additional evidence of selection ( Fig. 4a-b, Fig. S8 ). Of the 120 shared HDRs, 100 showed additional 261 significant selection statistics in the original species pair at Makobe Island and 95 in the young species 262 pair at Python Island (113 in at least one of the species pairs). The different selection statistics thus 263 strongly support the action of divergent selection in driving the high differentiation in HDRs. In 264 contrast, HDRs unique to one species pair are not enriched for significant selection statistics in the 265 other species pair, as shown by block-permutation ( Fig. 4a-b ). This indicates that HDRs unique to one 266 species pair are indeed not under divergent selection in the other species pair. 267
Genomic regions under divergent selection are associated with low recombination rates 268
We tested if highly differentiated genomic regions were associated with lower than expected 269 background selection is unlikely to cause regions of low recombination to diverge between the species 281 (see also Cruickshank and Hahn 2014; Burri 2017) . 282
We found that the average recombination rates were lower in HDRs compared to the rest of the 283 genome ( Fig. 3) . Shared HDRs were even more strongly associated with low average recombination 284 rates ( Fig. 3) . This finding was consistent if we restricted the analyses to HDRs with additional evidence 285 for divergent selection (Fig. S9 ) suggesting that divergent selection rather than background selection 286 is driving the association. We found a genome-wide negative association between recombination rate 287 and multiple statistics of selection (iHS, XP-EHH, Δpi), which are less likely to be affected by background 288 selection than FST (Fig. S10 ). Outlier windows of high absolute divergence (dxy) are unlikely to be caused 289 by background selection and also had a reduced mean recombination rate compared to the rest of the 290 windows (1.99 vs 2.32 cM/Mb for the older species pair and 1.91 vs 2.32 cM/Mb in the younger pair). 291
In addition, if background selection was driving the similarity in genomic differentiation landscapes 292 between species pairs (e.g. Renaut, et al. 2013; Burri, et al. 2015 ) and contributing to shared HDRs in 293 low recombination regions, we would expect high correlation of FST window estimates between the 294 species pairs. However, we found low overall correlation of genetic differentiation patterns between 295 the species pairs even though the recombination map is likely highly similar ( Fig. S11 ). Using the RAD 296 data from Meier et al., (2017b), we computed FST estimates between the older species at Makobe 297 Island, the younger species at Python Island and at another island (Kissenda Island, Fig. 1) , and between 298 each species at Python Island and an allopatric Pundamilia population at a fourth island (Luanso Island 299 in the South of the Mwanza Gulf, Fig.1 ). We tested if 20 kb windows that are highly differentiated 300 between the older species pair at Makobe Island (mean FST > 0.2) are also more strongly differentiated 301 between allopatric species that are unlikely to experience parallel selection pressures. We found that 302 in these windows, differentiation of either species from Python Island against the allopatric Luanso 303 population was not higher than expected from block-permutation null distributions ( Fig. S10c ). In 304 contrast, windows that were highly differentiated between the older species at Makobe Island also 305 showed elevated differentiation between the sympatric younger species at both islands with sympatric 306 species pairs (Python and Kissenda Island, Fig. S11c , permutation test: p<0.001). This provides 307 additional evidence that parallel divergent selection and not background selection drives the elevated 308 differentiation in the sympatric species pairs. 309
Parallel selection on same alleles in the old and young species pairs 310
To test if species with the same male nuptial color syndrome (red-back vs blue) share more alleles in 311
HDRs than species with different male color syndromes, we computed fd (Martin, et al. 2015 ), a 312 measure of excess allele sharing in windows of 20 kb. We found that fd among same-color species is 313 much higher in shared HDR windows than in other windows, indicating high allele sharing between 314 same-color species. Mean fdnyer, measuring excess allele sharing between P. nyererei with P. sp. 315 "nyererei-like" relative to P. sp. "pundamilia-like", was 0.27 in shared HDRs, but only 0.12 in the rest 316 of the genome. Excess allele sharing between P. pundamilia and P. sp. "pundamilia-like" compared to 317 P. sp. "nyererei-like" (fdpund) was on average 0.18 in shared HDRs but only 0.08 outside of shared 318
HDRs. Shared HDRs, were strongly enriched for top 10% fdnyer and top 10% fdpund windows ( Fig. 4d -319 e), which indicates that divergent selection in these regions in the younger species pair had acted on 320 admixture-derived alleles. Of the shared HDRs with available estimates, about 60% overlapped with at 321 least one top 10% fdnyer or fdpund window ( Fig. 4d-e ). 322
As another way to identify genomic windows with parallel allele frequency differences between the 323 sympatric species at Makobe and Python Island, we assessed the most likely species tree topology in 324 non-overlapping 20 kb windows using TWISST (Martin and Van Belleghem 2017). Overall, the 325 "geography topology" which groups the species by island (Python or Makobe Island, respectively) is 326 best supported ( Fig. S12 ). However, in shared HDRs, the "color topology", where species are grouped 327 by male nuptial color syndrome ((P. nyererei + P. sp. "nyererei-like"),(P. pundamilia + P. sp. 328 "pundamilia-like")) is more frequent than the "geography topology", consistent with parallel selection 329 on shared genetic variation ( Fig. S12 ). Shared HDRs had higher weights for the color topology and lower 330 weights for the geography and the random topology compared to the genome-wide average 331 (permutation test, p<0.001 for all three topologies). We considered windows where the "color 332 topology" weight exceeds 66% (twice as high as both other possible topologies together) as "color 333 topology windows". As the sharing of variation is likely due to the admixed ancestry of the younger 334 species, "color topology windows" indicate regions where the admixture variation was sorted between 335 the species in the younger species pair under selection pressures paralleling those experienced by the 336 species in the older species pair. The proportion of shared HDRs containing such a "color topology 337 window" was much higher than expected from block-permuted null distributions (34%, p<0.01, Fig.  338 4f). 339
Shared HDRs with at least one "color topology window" were considered candidate regions of parallel 340 selection on admixture-derived genetic variation (Fig. 4f ). We identified 41 such candidate regions 341 containing 71 "color topology windows" (Fig. 2) . These regions overlapped with 182 known genes 342 (Table S3 , see also a visualization of the SHDRs with gene info on Dryad). These genes were spread 343 across 25 of the 41 candidate regions of parallel selection. Among these candidate genes 27 genes are 344 involved in visual perception or nervous system development and may thus contribute to divergent 345 adaptation to different light regimes at different water depths and to behavioral reproductive isolation 346 based on male nuptial coloration. Four genes are associated with pigmentation and might confer 347 differences in male nuptial coloration. Three genes are opsin genes known to be under divergent 348 selection between the species and are described in more detail in the next section. Twenty-three other 349 candidate genes are associated with carbohydrate, lipid and folic acid metabolism. They may be 350 involved in diet shifts between the Pundamilia species (Bouton, et al. 1997 studies is required for most of these candidate genes of parallel divergence, including 36 genes 357 currently lacking functional annotation, three candidate genes with a wide array of functions (Table  358 S3), and the 16 candidate regions currently lacking known genes. 359
Divergence in the LWS opsin gene region 360
The long wavelength sensitive (LWS) opsin gene is known to be importantly involved in adaptation to 361 the different ambient light spectra at different water depths and is also correlated with male nuptial 362 coloration and with female mate choice based on male nuptial coloration in Pundamilia cichlids 363 (Carleton, et Six sites in the LWS gene showed parallel differences in allele frequency between the older species at 387
Makobe Island and the younger species at Python Island. The blue (SWS-2A) and violet vision (SWS-2B) 388 opsin genes also each contained multiple sites with large parallel allele frequency shifts between the 389 species at both islands, whereas most sites in intergenic regions were highly differentiated either only 390 between the species at one island or at both islands but with non-parallel allele frequency shifts (Fig.  391   5) . 392
Discussion
393
In this study, we explore genomic patterns of differentiation in a cichlid species complex that we 394 previously showed to consist of a younger and an older pair of sympatric sister species, each with one 395 species with blue and the other with red-back male nuptial coloration. The younger pair evolved 396 outside the distribution range of the older red species after hybridization between the latter and an 397 allopatric population of the older blue species. We show that the genomic landscape of differentiation 398 in both species pairs is heterogeneous with highly differentiated genomic regions spread across the 399 entire genome even in the very young species pair. A third of the genomic regions that are most 400 strongly differentiated between the older species at Makobe Island are also strongly differentiated 401 between the younger species at Python Island. However, two thirds of the genomic regions that are 402 differentiated between the young species are not differentiated between the older species at all, 403 consistent with an independent speciation event rather than "re-speciation". In the following, we will 404 discuss each of these results in more detail. 405
Widespread genomic regions of high interspecific differentiation 406
We find highly heterogeneous patterns of genome-wide differentiation between the species. Both at 407
Makobe and at Python Island, almost 8% of all 15-SNP windows were assigned to the highly 408 differentiated state, and these were clustered into more than 300 highly differentiated genomic 409 regions in each species pair (Table 1 ). In the younger species pair at Python Island, we detected slightly 410 more but smaller differentiated genomic regions than in the much older original species pair at Makobe 411 Island. Some of these HDRs may be false positives, but we find a strong enrichment for additional 412 selection statistics indicating that differentiation in most of these regions was driven by divergent 413 selection. The large number of highly differentiated regions in the species at Python Island and 414 significant genome-wide divergence even after exclusion of HDRs may seem surprising given that the In young incipient species that diverge in the face of gene flow and are not fully isolated yet, restriction 420 of gene flow is thought to be initially confined to very few genomic regions that experience strong 421 divergent selection, a prediction that finds some support in other study systems (Kronforst, et Whereas models of genomic congealing require a very long phase of LD building preceding the sudden 435 emergence of reproductive isolation, we find that despite the very young age of the sympatric species 436 at Python Island, they already show genome-wide differentiation. This indicates that the slow phase 437 involving the building of LD may not be needed if divergent selection acts on a hybrid population with 438 segregating ancestry tracts containing multiple linked beneficial loci that evolved in response to 439 selection in the source species. Hybrid populations will thus display large variation for the traits 440 differing between the source species and linkage between some co-adapted alleles is already present. 441
This may allow a hybrid population to quickly respond to divergent selection in conditions resembling 442 those under which the source species had diverged (here e.g. to deeper water, red-shifted light spectra 443 and female preferences for red male coloration under these conditions versus more shallow water, 444 less red-shifted light and female preference for blue male coloration). Hybridization may also cause 445 allele combinations that lead to transgressive traits, novel trait combinations, or intrinsic and 446 environment-mediated incompatibilities (reviewed in Abbott, et al. 2013 ). Introgressive hybridization 447 may thus importantly enhance the genetic variation allowing a population to speciate rapidly in 448 response to divergent selection. 449 Some genomic regions of high differentiation are very large, the largest being over 2 Mb, and we find 450 that on average HDRs fall into regions of relatively lower recombination rate than the rest of the 451 genome ( Fig. 3 and Whitlock 2011). This may be particularly important in cases of hybrid parallel speciation, because 458 co-adapted alleles may remain linked in low recombination regions in the hybrid population and thus 459 more quickly diverge again under parallel selection pressures. Background selection is also expected 460 to generate high FST values in regions of low recombination as it locally reduces the nucleotide diversity 461 within species and thus inflates the relative divergence between the species (Charlesworth, et al. 1993; 462 Noor and Bennett 2009; Nachman and Payseur 2012; Cruickshank and Hahn 2014). However, this 463 would be unexpected when incipient species are fully sympatric and exchange genes as is the case in 464 the young species pairs we studied here (see also Cruickshank and Hahn 2014; Burri, 2017) . Indeed, 465 we find overall low correlation between FST estimates for the different species pairs (Fig. S11) and 466 strong additional signatures of selection in highly divergent regions (Fig. 4) , making a scenario where 467 background selection is the main driver of divergence unlikely. Our study thus adds to the growing 468 body of literature demonstrating an important role of variation in recombination rates in speciation 469 with gene flow. 470
Evidence for hybrid parallel speciation 471
More than 70% of the HDRs detected in the younger species pair at Python Island show no signatures 472 of selection in the older species pair, suggesting that the younger species are not differentiated simply 473 in a subset of the genomic differences that characterize the older species pair. It rather suggests that 474 evolution of the younger species pair at Python Island involved divergence in many novel genomic 475 regions, too. Given the very young age of this species pair, and the low proportions of alleles not shared 476 with the older species pair, it is unlikely that de novo mutations underlie these novel HDRs. The alleles 477 under divergent selection only in the younger pair may have been segregating neutrally in the older 478 species pair or they may have been introduced into the younger species through introgression from a 479 third species in the Mwanza Gulf. 480
Overall, there is low correlation between the differentiation landscapes of the two species pairs (Fig.  481   S11) , consistent with substantial independent evolution of these pairs. In general, the findings suggest 482 that P. sp. "nyererei-like" and P. sp. "pundamilia-like" of Python Island and the north-western Mwanza 483
Gulf do not merely represent re-assembled genomes of the original P. nyererei and P. pundamilia (re-484 speciation scenario sensu Gilman and Behm, 2011) . Instead, our data support the prediction of a hybrid 485 parallel speciation hypothesis that the younger species of the Mwanza Gulf diverged largely 486 independently from the older species pair outside of the Mwanza Gulf, whereby parallel selection 487 targeted admixture-derive haplotypic variation in some genomic regions. The finding that shared HDRs 488 have on average higher mean FST values (Fig. S4) and a stronger enrichment of other selection statistics 489 ( Fig. 4, S9 , and S10) than HDRs unique to either one of the species pairs, suggests that the haplotypes 490 under strongest divergent selection in the original species pair were importantly involved in the 491 divergence of the younger species pair. 492
Modest levels of genomic parallelism despite strong phenotypic parallelism 493
Even though the overlap of highly differentiated genomic regions detected in the species pairs of 494 Python and Makobe Islands is higher than expected from random permutations (Fig. S3) hand, sweeps may still be ongoing in the younger species pair and thus harder to detect. However, the 529 different selection statistics we used in addition to FST have varied advantages and limitations in 530 detecting different kinds of sweeps. As an example, because iHS is most sensitive to ongoing sweeps 531 (Voight et al., 2006) , it may have more power to detect recent sweeps in the younger species pair, 532 whereas XP-EHH, which is most sensitive when the selected allele is near fixation (Sabeti et al., 2007) , 533 may have more power in the older species pair. The combination of these different statistics in our 534 analysis should thus account for differences in selection signals in the two species pairs. Together, the 535 array of selection statistics we used strongly support the presence of divergent selection in HDRs 536 unique to one species pair and the absence of divergent selection in the same regions in the other 537 species pair ( Fig. 4a-b) . 538
Shared highly differentiated genomic regions contain candidates for parallel divergent selection 539
Genomic regions that are highly differentiated between both species pairs are enriched for regions 540 with high allele sharing between both red-backed species (high fdnyer, Fig. 4d ) and (to a lesser extent) 541 high allele sharing between both blue species (high fdpund, Fig. 4e ). In many SHDRs, the species group 542 more strongly by male nuptial coloration than by sampling location, against the genome-wide 543 phylogenetic signatures (Fig. 4f ). The excess allele sharing between more distantly related species of 544 similar phenotype in these genomic regions could be due to 1) higher P. nyererei ancestry proportions 545 in P. sp. "nyererei-like" and higher P. pundamilia ancestry proportions in P. sp. "pundamilia-like", for 546 instance due to differential sorting of the parental haplotypes, or 2) similar selection pressures on 547 alleles forming part of a shared pool of standing variation (i.e. already present in the Mwanza Gulf 548
Pundamilia population before the admixture event), or 3) ongoing gene flow between the two red-549 backed species and between the two species with blue male nuptial coloration. More than half of the 550 genomic regions that are highly differentiated between the species in both pairs show excess allele 551 sharing between the two blue and the two red-backed species. This indicates that in these shared HDRs 552 positive selection acts on nyererei-derived alleles in P. sp. "nyererei-like" and on pundamilia-derived 553 alleles in P. sp. "pundamilia-like". It thus seems likely that P. nyererei alleles introduced into the 554 ancestral Pundamilia of the north-western Mwanza Gulf in the inferred hybridization event (Meier, et 555 al. 2017b ) facilitated evolutionary response to divergent natural and sexual selection pressures 556 between microhabitats. For example, alleles associated with red male nuptial coloration, 557 zooplanktivory, and/or occupation of the deep water habitat are the aspects in which P. sp. "nyererei-558 like" resembles P. nyererei, and introduction of alleles related to these traits likely facilitated the 559 evolution of P. sp. "nyererei-like". 560
We identified 41 candidate regions of parallel selection in the two species pairs, whereby in the 561 younger species pair, divergent selection appears to act on the genetic variation derived from the 562 hybridization event. They overlap with 92 genes with potential roles in sensory system, morphological, 563 coloration, trophic and immune system differences between the species. Van Rijssel et al., (2018) 564 showed that some of the parallel morphological differences between the species in the two species 565 pairs are currently under disruptive selection in both species pairs. However, pinpointing the genes 566 underlying these morphological traits requires further research. The candidate gene of parallel 567 selection with most information available is the red-sensitive (LWS) opsin gene. The LWS opsin gene is 568 under divergent selection between these species as the light environment is more red-shifted in 569 deeper water where P. nyererei and P. sp. "nyererei-like" occur compared to the shallow-water habitat 570 of P. pundamilia and P. sp. "pundamilia-like" ). In addition, differences in color 571 vision may modulate the female preferences for differently colored males (Kamijo, et al. 2018) and 572 thus contribute directly to reproductive isolation between the species. We demonstrate that the 573 region around the LWS gene is highly differentiated between the species in both species pairs. The 574 differences in allele frequencies between the species in the two pairs are remarkably parallel not just 575 at the LWS gene but also at nearby genes, whereas they are not parallel in intergenic regions. In the 576 entire region, genes are strongly enriched for SNPs with parallel allele frequency differences in the two 577 species pairs, suggesting a role for parallel divergent selection on admixture-derived allelic variation in 578 the large region containing three opsin genes (LWS, SWS2a, SWS2b) and associated regulatory regions. 579
Conclusions 580
Here, we studied a very young species pair that emerged from admixed ancestry of two older species 581 that had evolved under parallel selection pressures. Despite their very recent origin and ongoing gene 582 flow, the genome-wide average differentiation between the fully sympatric younger species is 583 significant and many genomic regions are highly differentiated. Some of those differentiated regions 584 arose through divergent selection on haplotypes from the different parental species in genomic regions 585 that are also among the most strongly differentiated genomic regions in the older species pair. This 586 finding implicates an important role of hybridization in the generation of genetic variation that 587 facilitates rapid response to divergent natural and sexual selection through differential sorting of 588 admixture-derived haplotypes with multiple co-adapted alleles. In addition, many more genomic 589 regions are divergent between the species in the younger species pair that do not show evidence of 590 divergent selection in the older species pair. As supported by assortative mating between the younger 591 and the older red-backed species in the laboratory, this finding shows that the younger species are not 592 merely replicas of the original species, but instead are largely independent species. This independence 593 may facilitate the eventual return to sympatry between the younger and the older species. Hybrid 594 parallel speciation may thus be a process that facilitates the buildup of species richness in young 595 adaptive radiations. 596
Materials and Methods
597
Samples and sequencing 598
Wild males of P. nyererei, P. sp. "nyererei-like", P. pundamilia, and P. sp. "pundamilia-like" were 599 collected with gill nets and angling at Makobe Island in the Speke Gulf and at Python Island in the 600 north-western Mwanza Gulf in 2010 ( Fig. 1, Meier et al., 2017b) . The protocol for obtaining whole-601 genome sequencing data is detailed in Meier, et al. (2017b) . Briefly, PCR-free libraries (Kozarewa, et al. HaplotypeCaller to 0.1, to ignore 10% of the reads per allele of each genotype for genotype calling. In 611 addition, we removed heterozygote genotypes with strongly unbalanced distribution of reads per 612 allele by excluding genotypes failing a binomial test at a p-value threshold of 0.001 (custom Python 613 script "allelicBalance.py"). To avoid potential paralogous regions, we excluded sites with a mean depth 614 per individual greater than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the mean (i.e. 28.5, custom bash 615 script "removeTooHighDepthSites.sh"), and sites with excess heterozygosity over all 16 individuals 616 using the vcftools option "--hardy" and a p-value cutoff of 0.01. We also excluded sites based on the 617 GATK variant annotations, including the fisher strand test, mapping quality and the read position rank 618 sum test (FS>60, MQ<40, MQRankSum<-12.5 and ReadPosRankSum<-8). Genotypes with less than ten 619 reads were set as missing and sites with more than 50% missing data were excluded. If not otherwise 620 indicated, all filtering steps were performed with vcftools v. 0.1.15 (Danecek, et al. 2011) . 621
Measures of nucleotide diversity and selection 622
To study divergence and nucleotide diversity patterns along the genome, we used a sliding window 623 approach on the whole-genome dataset. All statistics were calculated for non-overlapping 20 kb 624 windows. Absolute divergence (dXY), nucleotide diversity (π), and the number of segregating sites (S) 625 in each population were calculated with a modified version of a Python script by Martin, et al. (2015) . 626
For both species pairs separately, we calculated the difference in nucleotide diversity between blue 627 and red species, which is expected to be large if a selective sweep led to locally reduced diversity in 628
Identification of highly differentiated genomic regions 695
In order to identify genomic regions of high interspecific differentiation and to assess clustering of high 696 FST windows, we applied a discrete state Hidden Markov Model (HMM) approach for the species pairs 697 at Makobe and at Python Island separately. 698
We performed 10,000 coalescent simulations under the demographic model inferred to best explain 699 the observed data (Meier, et al. 2017b ) using fastsimcoal2 (Excoffier, et al. 2013 ). We used the 700 empirically inferred average recombination rate of 2.3x10 -8 per bp and generation and the mutation 701 rate of 6.6x10 -8 estimated by Recknagel, et al. (2013) . We simulated eight 20 kb sequences 702 corresponding to 4 diploid individuals per species. We calculated pairwise FST estimates for both 703 species pairs separately averaged across the first 15 SNPs like for the observed data. The distribution 704 of the 10,000 weighted FST averages was then used as null distribution to compute z-scores for the 705 observed 15 SNP FST averages. For each observed FST average, we computed the p-value as the quantile 706 of the null distribution. Next, we transformed p-values into z-scores (i.e. normal scores) using the R-707 function "qnorm". The z-scores were approximately normally distributed indicating a good fit of the 708 null model to the observed data. 709
An HMM analysis was then performed on the z-scores to assign each 15-SNP window to either the 710 "standard" or "high differentiation". We fixed the means to 0 for the "standard state" and to 1.28 (p- and the most likely sequence of states given the observed z-scores was inferred with the Viterbi 715 algorithm (Viterbi 1967) . As in Marques, et al. (2016) , we concatenated the chromosomes to increase 716 the information for parameter estimation. We did not find spurious regions of high differentiation 717
resulting from concatenation of the chromosomes, i.e. no erroneous islands extending over multiple 718
chromosomes. 719
To assess clustering of highly differentiated windows, we concatenated directly adjacent windows 720 assigned to the "high differentiation" state to "highly differentiated genomic regions" (HDR). Genomic 721 regions where HDRs from Makobe and from Python Island overlapped were termed shared HDRs and 722 considered to be candidates of parallel divergence. We used a block-permutation approach to assess 723 if the number and length of these shared HDRs differed from random expectations. We permuted the 724 HMM states for each species pair separately in blocks of 100 windows and recalculated the number 725 and mean lengths of shared HDRs. A block size of 100 windows exceeds the length of 98% of HDRs 726 allowing us to account for the clustered distribution of highly differentiated windows. The permutation 727 procedure was repeated 100 times to get a random distribution of overlap statistics. 728
Genome-wide average differentiation between the sympatric species outside of the highly divergent 729 genomic regions was assessed by computing mean FST values from SNPs without missing data that were 730 pruned for high linkage disequilibrium (r 2 >0.5) with plink v.1.07 (using --indep-pairwise 50 10 0.5, 731 Purcell, et al. 2007 ) and vcftools v. 0.1.15 (Danecek, et al. 2011 ) using a custom script (ldPruning.sh). 732
Average FST values between the species were computed with an ANOVA performed in Arlequin v. 3.5.2 733 (Excoffier and Lischer 2010). We computed confidence intervals from 20,000 bootstraps to test if the 734 differentiation was significant. 735
In order to test the robustness of the detection of HDRs, we additionally used another approach to 736 identify HDRs. We computed window averages for non-overlapping 20 kb windows and for 50 kb 737 windows. We identified the windows with FST estimates above the 90 th quantile and concatenated 738 consecutive windows. To avoid splitting of HDRs due to short stochastic dips in FST, we ignored single 739 windows with FST estimates below the threshold within runs of highly differentiated windows. The Island. Luanso Island is approximately 7.5 km away from Python Island and 37.5 km from Makobe 748
Island. It harbors a phenotypically polymorphic but undifferentiated population of Pundamilia cichlids 749 and is thus ideal to assess the expected level of correlation without selection (e.g. due to background 750 selection). In addition, we used RAD data from a second sampling location of the younger species pair, 751 Kissenda Island, which is 9.6 km north of Python Island. We used 20 individuals of P. nyererei and 19 752 individuals of P. pundamilia, all sampled at Makobe Island. We included 16 or 22 P. sp. "nyererei-like" 753 and 26 or 22 individuals of P. sp. "pundamilia-like" from Kissenda Island or from Python Island, 754 respectively. Of the Pundamilia population at Luanso Island, we used 53 individuals. We used only sites 755 sequenced in at least 10 individuals per population or species with at least 10 reads per individual. 756
Otherwise, we applied the same filtering steps as detailed in Meier et al., (2017b) . FST values were 757 estimated for all species/population pairs using the site-by-site ANOVA implemented in Arlequin v. 758 3.5.2 (Excoffier and Lischer 2010). We computed the ratio of average variances (Bhatia et al., 2013 ) 759 across all SNPs in 20 kb non-overlapping windows both for the RAD dataset and the whole-genome 760 dataset. Windows with less than 3 SNPs were discarded. Correlation of the FST estimates was assessed 761 with the Pearson's correlation using the R function "cor.test". To further assess genomic parallelism 762 with the RAD sequencing dataset, we extracted all 20 kb windows with an FST estimate above 0.2 for 763 the Makobe species pair. We then tested if these windows also exhibit higher FST estimates than null 764 expectations from 1,000 permuted datasets in the younger species pair sampled at Python and 765 Kissenda Island and in the control comparison of each Python species with the Luanso population. 766
Parallelism at the genomic level 767
We tested for parallelism at the genomic level by assessing the predominant tree topologies in 20 kb Python Island cluster together and species of Makobe Island cluster together, the "color topology", 775 where P. nyererei and P. sp. "nyererei-like" cluster together and P. pundamilia and P. sp. "pundamilia-776 like" cluster together, and the "random topology", where P. pundamilia clusters with P. sp. "nyererei-777 like" and P. nyererei clusters with P. sp. "pundamilia-like". High weights of the "color topology" in a 778 genomic region may be due to parallel selection in the two species pairs. 779
We determined candidate regions of parallel selection as 20 kb windows in shared highly divergent 780 regions (SHDRs) with a weight of at least 66% for the "color topology". A weight of 66% means that the 781 topology is twice as well supported than the two other topologies together. For these windows, we 782 identified overlapping genes from the NCBI Pundamilia nyererei RefSeq annotation release 101 783 (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/annotation_euk/Pundamilia_nyererei/101/#BuildInfo) lifted 784 to the new anchored version of the P. nyererei reference genome (Brawand, et al. 2014; Feulner, et al. 785 2018) using the UCSC tool liftOver (Hinrichs, et al. 2006 ) and custom chain files. We searched OrthoDB 786 (Zdobnov, et al. 2017 ) for orthologs of these candidate genes in Danio rerio, Mus musculus, Rattus 787 norvegicus and Homo sapiens, extracted associated functional annotation for these orthologs and 788 assessed their functional relevance in light of the natural history of Pundamilia speciation. 789 Acknowledgements 790 Many thanks to Krushnamegh Kunte and Deepa Agashe for the invitation to contribute to the special 791 issue on Genetics of Adaptation. We thank the Tanzania Fisheries Research Institute (TAFIRI) for 792 hosting us during fieldwork and the Tanzania Commission for Science & Technology (COSTECH) for 793 research permits. We thank Stefan Zoller and Niklaus Zemp from the Genetic Diversity Center (GDC) at 794 ETH Zürich for bioinformatics support. Genomic analyses were performed using the computing 795 infrastructure of the GDC and the Euler computer cluster at ETH Zurich. We also thank Simon 796
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